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Introduction: Why is Association Hard?

Seismic phase association is the problem of determining which arrivals picked across a seismic
network are from a common earthquake, correctly grouping these picks for each earthquake,
and assigning phase types to each arrival (Fig. 1). Automating this procedure for general
large aperture seismic networks, and high rates of observed seismicity, introduces numerous
challenges.

•The number of earthquakes (and their locations) are unknown
•Many picks can be false, with uncertain pick times
•Multiple earthquakes can occur nearby in time and space
•Dozens or hundreds of stations must be processed
•Station coverage, and source distribution, are highly heterogeneous
•Each event is only observed on a subset of stations
•The available seismic network changes in time

Any successful association algorithm needs to address all of these complications. It is note-
worthy that overlapping events frequently confuse traditional associators (Johnson et al.,
1997), and that changing seismic networks in time can significantly influence associator
results, obfuscating interpretations of seismicity changes with network changes, and vice
versa. Methods should hence strive to be invariant to seismic network coverage changes, to
minimize the influence of incoming and outgoing stations.
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Figure 1: Example pick (a) and map view (b) representation of a synthetic seismic sequence, synthesized for
the northern California (NC) network. Numerous earthquakes are shown, with different locations, magnitudes,
and moveouts; each event is observed on subsets of the nearest stations. P (blue) and S (red) wave moveout
pairs are plotted for each earthquake, and many randomly distributed false picks are included. Station indices
are sorted south to north.

Previous approaches to association

Association has recently received increased interest, as improved phase pickers (e.g., Meier et
al., 2019; Zhu et al. 2019) need to be matched by improvements in phase association. Several
recent works have included deep-learning-based supervised RNN’s to predict arrival-arrival
associations (Ross et al., 2019), refined back-projection and post-processing schemes (Yeck
et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019), back-projection and graph-based optimization (McBrearty
et al., 2019), random sample and consensus clustering (Woollam et al., 2020; Zhu et al.,
2021), and deep-learning-based pairwise waveform associations (Dickey et al., 2020).

While all approaches have highlighted significant potentials for improvement, two notable
findings stand out. Deep learning (Ross et al., 2019; Dickey et al., 2020) offers a pow-
erful framework to easily formalize the prediction problems of interest, and on the other
hand, graphs (McBrearty et al., 2019) offer a convenient means for ‘organizing’ the physical
constituents of {picks, stations, source region} into a data structure that elucidates the
essential interactions.

Graph Neural Networks

To combine both graphs and deep learning, we chose to use graph neural networks (GNN) for
the association problem. In general, GNN’s apply regular fully connected neural networks’s
(FCN) to feature vectors recorded on each node of a graph, followed by pooling (i.e., mean- or
max-pool) over each nodes local neighborhood, and an additional FCN transformation. This
multi-step process is referred to as graph message passing or graph convolution (Battaglia
et al., 2018). The operation is expressed by
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where N(i) is the neighborhood of node i, hi is the feature vector on node i, eij is edge data
(e.g., cartesian offset) between nodes i, j, and φmsg and φagg are distinct fully connected
neural network layers. The key idea is that the trained FCN layers rely on both regular
feature transformations, and the given adjacency matrix (or graph structure) that defines
which nodes are linked to other nodes, to make predictions.
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Figure 2: Schematic of forward pass through the GNN. Sub-panels [6,7] show example target labels.

In our case we introduce a GNN that is separated into several distinct modules (Fig. 2).
The main features include: (1)[1−4]. The input data is first recorded on a graph that combines
both a station graph representation (S), and a spatial source graph representation (X );
analogous to the ‘back-projection’ paradigm in seismology. (2)[5]. The latent data obtained
after graph convolutions on S×X is embedded into the spatial source representation graph,
X , which is taken as a discrete, sparse set of (100’s) spatial nodes spanning the region
of interest, with edge structure given by 15-nearest-neighbors. Then, (3)[6−7] source spatial
(and temporal) predictions are extracted from the spatial graph, followed by pairwise source-
arrival association predictions. This structure allows inputs in the form of an arbitrary
seismic network, with any number of picks per station, to be directly mapped to both
spatio-temporal source likelihood predictions, and discrete source-arrival predictions.

Initial Applications

By training on synthetic data of form (Fig. 1), with known ground truth labels, we obtain
a working model. To demonstrate it’s efficacy we show a few examples of results on both
synthetic data, and real data during times of historically known earthquakes in northern
California, as reported by the NCEDC.
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Figure 3: Spatio-temporal output of network (a-b), when applied to synthetic data input in (c). In (a,b),
the time and location of true sources are marked by red dots, heat map is output of GNN. Each individual
prediction window is 10 seconds long; we step forward by 2 seconds, and stack overlapping portions. In (c),
picks marked by dark colors are real picks, all others are false picks.
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Figure 4: Example detections (a - e). We process randomly selected > M1 earthquakes reported by the
NCEDC between 2000 - 2020. Spatial heatmaps are GNN output, NCEDC reported locations are marked by
magenta squares. (f) Example association prediction output, for a M1.56 earthquake ∼100 km south of San
Francisco.
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Figure 5: A plot of predicted events (blue) matched to events in NCEDC catalog (orange), for one day of
seismicity (a). Histograms of residuals (b - e) for matched events, when processing 100 random days between
2000 - 2020. On average, we re-detect ∼95% of all events > M1 reported by the NCEDC within the aperture
of the NC network.

Advantages of this approach

•The method can handle arbitrary changing seismic networks (i.e., number of stations, and
station locations, can vary.)
•The learned model is robust to dense earthquake rates (overlapping events), high false
pick rates, and station heterogeneity, while being trained entirely from synthetic data.
•Graph convolutions learn how to effectively combine information from neighbouring
stations. This allows detailed contextual information observed between subsets of nearby
stations to drive the predictions.
•The physical concept of back-projection is built into the architecture by sampling stations
at theoretical lag times. However, rather than immediately stack over stations, we learn
to convolve over the ‘pre-stack’ BP tensor, and learn how to optimally collapse the
pairwise S × X graph into the source graph, X , prior to making predictions.

Processing Remarks

Travel times were computed with the Fast Marching Method (Sethian et al., 1993), applied
to the 3D velocity model of Thurber et al., (2009). Picks are obtained with a locally trained
PhaseNet model (Zhu et al., 2019). Using a single GPU, training times of the GNN are
∼2 - 3 days. Inference times for a days worth of seismicity (avg. 200 stations, 1000 picks
per station/per day) are ∼10 minutes. Memory cost is < 16 GB for training and inference.
GNN’s are defined in Pytorch Geometric (Fey et al., 2019).
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